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Thank you to our sponsors
Pathways Scholars met with representatives from Nordstrom

Nordstrom Representatives, Brigette Biagas, Early in Career - Sr. Recruiter, Amy Biesenthal, Sr. Director - Supplier Operations and Kendra Welter, Director – Reverse Supply Chain met with the Pathways Scholars on September 30th. They provided a robust overview of Nordstrom’s mission, values and culture as well as a details about their complex supply chain.

Immediately following their presentation, Nordstrom hosted a reception at The “O” on Lane for the current and former Pathways Scholars. It was a great opportunity for the students to chat informally with the Nordstrom team members.
Pathways Scholars Orientation with University and Peer Mentors

University Mentors Dr. Ken Boyer, Dr. Mi Kyong Newsom, Professor Jill Treece, Professor Bonnie Schroeder, Professor Whitney Mantonya and Molly Miller met with the Pathways Scholars on September 9th to provide an overview of the Pathways Program and reviewed expectations for their meetings with the Pathways Sponsors. Three Peer Mentors: Megan Kozinski, Alaina Croskey and Lauren Gillespie also met with the current scholars to answer questions about their own experiences as Scholars, attending OSU, campus life, etc.

The Pathways Scholars will visit Wendy’s Quality Supply Chain Co-op, Inc. on October 28th and Nationwide on November 4th.
This program, offered by the Operations and Business Analytics Department, is a combination scholarship and experiential engagement program that will introduce female undergraduates to supply chain careers earlier in their college experience and provide them with opportunities to engage with industry executives in a mentoring capacity.

Kenneth K. Boyer, Fisher Designated Professor

Learn more at:

go.osu.edu/PathwaysforWomeninSupplyChain